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Today’s global economy, globalized

markets, and globally interconnected
society and culture have brought about
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a significant effect on universities’
emergence in different parts of the
world. In this regard, globalization

represents an invaluable tool that in
different ways enables and shapes

developments within higher education.
In the case of Uganda’s situation, the

obstacles that constrain the
development of higher education in the

country are obvious and palpable.
Universities, and even more important,
universities’ functions as providers of

quality higher education, must be
addressed as a necessity for the

country. The condition of universities
has often been termed an issue of
Africanisation, suggesting that the

university space should be located in
different parts of the continent, as a
way to achieving and sustaining the

higher education in African countries.
Higher education has an important role

in shaping social, economic, and
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political development as a new global
phenomenon.Collapse of the “economy

of practical jokes” in Thailand Thai
culture is famous for the practical joke.

Such jokes are very common in the
classroom and at social gatherings, but

the practice is disappearing. A social
change is taking place in Thailand. The
collapse of “economy of practical jokes”
Until recently, people were considered

men of honor when it came to
“punching” in Thailand. If you were

invited to someone’s house, you had to
accept an invitation to a party. On the
other hand, if someone punched you,
you had to get revenge. There were
many occasions when the punch was
accompanied by a joke: “What do you

call a cat that runs after a mouse?” “An
honest man”. This was the “economy of

practical jokes”, which could be
regarded as a traditional manly way to
take revenge against a party that you
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feel has not welcomed you. The past 30
years have seen a gradual decline in
the use of practical jokes in Thailand.

When children have grown up, they are
not involved with such jokes anymore.

Even if a child witnessed a practical
joke, he would never do it, because he
may consider it bad manners. Although

it is quite common for older people
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